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A space charge field of the ion beam inside the cooling section may limit application
 

of electron cooling to high current storage ring. The influence of this effect on the
 

damping rates is investigated by use of the Focker-Planck equation, which describes
 

evolution of particle distribution in invariant space. This equation is solved by
 

Monte Carlo method for two mod~ls of electron-ion binary collisions: classical
 

model of interaction with non-magnetized electrons and model of interaction with
 

partially magnetized electrons. The Monte Carlo code is validated by comparison
 

with solution of Langevin equation for averaged values of particle invariants.
 

Algorithm for calculation of electron cooling is included in unified code. which
 

takes into acccunt intra-beam scattering and interaction with charge exchange target.
 

This code applied to analysis of beam accumulation in TWAC storage ring (ITEP,
 

Moscow), syncbrotron SIS and BAR - High Intensity Accumulation Ring (GSI,
 

Dannstadt). CalcuIations have shown that equilibrium distnbution of particles in
 

invariant space could be very far from Gaussian one. It is found that for the coasting
 

ion beam the ion space charge does not limit application of the electron cooling for
 

accumulation of high current ion beams. For bunched beams the longitudinal
 

cooling rate decreases with the current more sharply due to longitudinal modulation
 

of the ion line density, which results to modulation of the electron longitudinal
 

velocity.
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1. Introduction. 

Accwnulation in storage ring of ion beams with high current and high stored 

energy is very actual problem for applications to heavy ion fusion., plasma 

experiments and etc. Beam current and quality in such storage rings could be 

significantly improved by use of electron cooling system (BCS). The main question 

is space charge interaction between cooling electron beam and the ion beam. which 

can result in decrease of damping rates and to excitation of the ion coherent 

oscillations. A goal of the present paper is an investigation of influence of ion space 

charge fields on ECS damping rates. 

It is well known that influence of electron space charge diminishes the 

damping rates due to two effects: 1) momentum shift of electrons relative to a center 

of the ion beam; 2) drift of the cooling electrons in crossed Coulomb transverse field 

and longitudinal magnetic field /1/. These effects are estimated in code 

"BETACOOL" /2/, which calculates evolution of one-particle invariants (usually it 

is assumed that initial particle invariants corresponds to values, averaged on the 
•., 

ensemble). 

A more correct algorithm for analysis of the problem consists in a solution of 

the Langevin equations for averaged values of invariants, which are used in /3/ for 

analysis of damping rates with account of ion and electron space charge. This model 

includes the following simplifying assumptions: 1) the ion beam has Gaussian 

distribution on all degrees of freedom, which does not change during the process; 2) 
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Coulomb field is calculated by analytical expressions, derived for the ion beam 

density depends only on r (transverse distance from the beam axe) and, for bunched 

beam, on s (longitudinal distance from the beam center); 3) bunch length is much 

more than radius of vacuum chamber. For coasting beam such approach requires 

five dimensional integration (on two transverse invariants, two transverse phases 

and momentum deviation), and for bunched beam one requires six dimensional 

integration (on three transverse invariants and three phases). 

In this paper we use the most correct method of self-consistent solution, 

based on a system of equations, which includes Focker-Planck equation for analysis 

of the ion beam evolution in phase space, equation connecting ion beam density with 

phase space distribution and Poisson equation: two dimensional one for coasting ion 

beam and (for saving of computer time) two and half dimensional one for bunched 

beam). For solution of Focker-Planck equation we use Monte-Carlo method, applied 

in papers /4,5/ to analysis of beam evolution in invariant space with account of intra

beam scattering and (or) interaction with charge exchange target. Cooling process is 

descnbed by two models: 1) classical binary collisions model (CBCM) of the ions 

with non-magnetized electrons /6/; 2) Hmagnetized" binary collisions model 

(MBCM), which takes into account the electron magnetization /1,7/. 

For the first model our approach allows to calculate damping rates for 

"smoothened" electron distribution (with longitudinal temperature small in compare 

with transverse one) without any simplified expressions for friction force. Moreover, 

Monte Carlo method permits to take into account a dependence of Coulomb 

logarithm on collision.parameters. For the second model we use an approximate 

equations for cooling friction force in laboratory system. Validation of the first 

model is made by comparison with the Langevin model for the round Gaussian 

beam (in this case a number ofnecessary integrations can be reduced to four). 

Algorithm for calculation of the cooling rate is included in unified Monte 

Carlo code, which can take into account electron cooling, intra-beam scattering and 
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(or) interaction with charge-exchange target. The code is applied to numerical 

analysis of beam evolution in TWAC ring (ITEP, Moscow) and SIS synchrotron 

(GSI, Darmstadt). 

2. Initial equations and models of friction force. 

For numerical simulations of particle motion it is convenient to use laboratory 

system. Let us introduce vectorii, whose components are defined by: 

1 Ap • , 
ut =--,u2 =X ,u3 =Y (1) 

r p 

where !¥J is electron momentum deviation, x and y are transverse deviations 

(correspondingly, horizontal and vertical), x' and y' are derivatives from coordinates 

on longitudinal variable, s is a distance from the bunch center (in a case of bunched 

beam). 

In these variables equation ofmotion can be written as follows: 

dii, = -2AL (0)"/ -ii" (2)cit c (}3/2 

where ui " corresponds to electron and ion velocity, B = Iii; - ue!- In a presence of 

space charge effects u, =Usc +Mi", where ".c is a space charge component of the 

electron velocity, AU. is a random one, 

(3) 

In Eq.(3) constant f = 10001 liring (1,...,,1 is the cooler length, Iring is the ring 

circmnference), ,./,,.. are electron and ion classical radii, n" is the electron density 

inside the cooler, c is light speed, !J,y are relativistic parameters. 

The Coulomb logarithm is defined by 

Lc (9) =In(PIIIG I PmiD) (4) 

where P-.Pmm are maximal and minimal values of collision parameter, which can 

be estimated by use ofthe following fonnula: 
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Pmu. = min(r,.",Tdr.aJ 
(5){ P.,.;" =: Zr~ Ipl() 2 

These parameters have the following physical sense: the electrical shelding 

parameter T$h is equal to relation of the mean velocity to the electron plasma 

frequency, T,; is a mean displacement ofthe ion during a drift of the cooling syste~ 

OJ is a vertical half size ofthe ion beam (all parameters correspond to the rest frame). 

They are expressed through the beam parameters in the laboratory system by the 

following formulae: 

(6) 

After averaging on the electron random velocities we can write Eq.(2) in the 

following form: 

au - . 
-=2AFfr 

1 
dt 

ugcF == Jf(Mi )L Il.-; _ u -l1u I) ii - - Au. d(w) 
(7) 

fr 4! c\)" sc e ,_ _ _ _ A:: 13/2 e
 
U usc DUe
 

where Ffr is "dimensionless friction force", f(Mie) is the distribution of the 

electrons on transverse random velocities. Such integration is not a trivial program 

and could be made analitically only for constant value of Coulomb logaritbm 

( (Le ) == Le (~(()2), where (Ol) is found by the averaging on the ensemble) and the 

simplest case ofMaxwellian distribution: 

Mi } IAiiJ (8)f( .)::: (21r)3/2().3!2 exp[- 28.2 ] 

After integration we obtain [1]: 

! 
ti 

-=:3(D{x) 

Ffr = (Le ) lui (9) 

(D(x) = erf(x)- /fxexp(-x2/2) 
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Here x = la/,Oe,O =iij -ii..,. 

Really in ECS longitudinal temperature is much less than the transverse one; 

the corresponding "flattened"distribution is defined by: 

--
At this case exact integration can not be made analitically. 

Binary collisions model for magnetized electrons is based on separation of 

three regions in relative electron-ion velocities: 1) region 1, where E>=IOj>O/r; 2) 

region 2, where (J" > E> > 8/0; 3) region 3, where E> < 8101J. All collisions, in 

dependence on region andimpact parameter, are divided on two kinds: l)"classical" 

collisions, when magnetic field does not influence on the process; 2) adiabatic 

collisions, for which electron-ion interaction has adiabatic character. Resulting 

formulae for friction force in laboratory system are given in /1 ,2/. 

3. Electron space charge velocities. 

Let us consider firstly a coasting beam with azimuthal symmetry p::: p(r), 

where r is transverse radius vector, r = 1;1. A difference of energies L\W(r) between 

central electron with r=O and electron with coordinate r is defined by: 

L1W(r) = JF,,(r)dr = ef[E,(r)- f1l/tp(r)yJr =-;[U(T)-U(O)] (11) 
o 0 r 

Here E,(r),H", (r),U(r) are, correspondingly, radial component of electrical 

field, azimuthal component of magnetic field and potential, which appear due to the 

space charge effect. Taking into account, that hp == AW: (Eo is the electron rest 
p EoP r 

energy), we obtain: 

(12) 

For the bunched beam with an arbitrary dependence ofCoulomb field on ; 
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u/" =..!:..(~yt: = e[U(f,s)-U(O.O)] (13)4r p p3r Eo 

where s is a distance from the bWlch center~ in a presence of metallic vacuum 

chamber with radius b all the potentials should be calculated for bmmd&y condition 

U(b.s) = o. In these expression we assume that longitudinal velocity of the central 

particle of the cooling beam coincides with longitudinal velocity of the central 

particle of the ion beam (with r=O for coasting beam and with· r,FO for bunched 

beam). Let us underline that this assumption is not trivial one: in process of the 

beam evolution the potential of the central particle U(O,O) is changed due to changes 

in the longitudinal density and the transverse size of the ion beam. Matching of the 

longitudinal velocities of the central particle can be made by use of the special 

feedback system, which can change frequency of the accelerating field or electron 

energy to support the synchronism. In the coasting beams effect is significantly less, 

and the compensation·may be performed by variation electron energy or by change 

ofthe ion energy using special system ofbetatron acceleration. 

For long bunches with account of the screening we can find potential U by use 

oftwo-dimensional Poisson equation: 

L\lU =-4JZE[Z;p;(x.y.s) - Pe(r)] (14) 

where Zj is ion charge number, e is an electron charge, p;(x,y.s) and Pe(r) are the 

transverse ion and electron density. 

For round beam the azimuthal electron drift velocity in the crossed fields 

(transverse electromagnetic space charge field and guiding longitudinal magnetic 

field with a magnetic induction Bs ) is defined by 

V = c E, - pH '" ~ E, (15) 
d Ba r 2 B. 

For beam with arbitrary dependence on f
 

x' - x' _ 1 dU " _ .' _ 1 dlJ
st: - d - p: 2 B -dy,J lfC - Yd - - p: 2 B d; (16) 
r rIf s 
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Let us consider simple particular case of round beam with Gaussian density, 

when 

(17) 

Here 01 is r.m.s. radial deviation of the ion beam, as is r.m.s. half lengths of bunch, 

F(s) == exp(_S 2 12a/) for bunched beam, F(s) == 1 for coasting beam, density at the 

center of the beam Po =.Nbltr&asa/ for bunching beam, Po ==NI11DJ. 2L for 

coasting beam. Solving Poisson equatio~ we obtain: 

1 tJp (2

-(-)..~«(,s) == a{GJI-F(s)]+cIl(/)F(s)-1]o-} (18)
 
y P 2 

vAt,s) =aA[8(t)F(s) -1]0' /] (19) 

with 

(20) 

(21) 

In these equations I j is the ion current (for bunched beam this current is 

calculated for the bunch center. 1A/f is electron Alfven current ( I Alf =1.7*104 A), 

t ::: r I al' and neutralization degree and longitudinal fonn-factors are defined by 

1]0 == (1.a/)I(I;a.
2 

) ,G;.• == 0.577 + In(blOJ•.) (22) 

Let us underline that condition of synchronism between central particles of the 

electron cooling beam and the ion beam can be written as follows: 

., ; (1 21"G., + __,n.) (23)
Po =Po p3 4I l/ U-j"J,y A 

The third term in the brackets is varied due to change of fonn-factor (due to 

dependence of the ion beam size on time) and, for bunched beam, due to time 

dependence of longitudinal beam size on time). As it was mentioned above, for high 

current ion beams this effect should be compensated by special matching system. 
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Analytical expressions for round beam allow to estimate important phys1cal 

parameters of the beam: 1) mean momentum shift between the electron and ion 

beam due to the space charge effect; 2) mean change of squared velocities due to the 

space charge effect (both parameters are averaged on transverse coordinates). Using 

Eq. (l8)~ we obtain: 

( A{J).c) == ar[G;(l- k) + 0.35k - 0.5110] (24) 
P I 

In Eq. (24) k=.J2/2 for bunched beam, k=1 for coasting beam. We see from 

Eq. (24) that mean momentum shift is equal to zero for '10mill == 2(Gj (l-k) + 0.35k]; for 

1]0 <TJomin the momentum shift is negative due to the electron space charge, for 

TJo>TJo min the momentum shift becomes positive· due to action of the ion space 

charge. 

Averaged change of squared velocities due to the space charge is defined by 

(8. 2) =a 2[G/CJ + 2Gj C2 + kI (0.19+0.29N)-k71o(O.6+N)+7102 (0.5 + N)] (25)c 

for bunched be~ *1 = I for coasting beam, 

C1 =1- 2k +kp C2 = 710(l-k)-0.69(k~kl). 

These expressions allow a scaling of the ion space charge effect relative to the 

ion energy. Let us consider~ for simplification, only the ion space charge effect 

(110=0); then we obtain (in physical variables): 

(e 2)_( 2lj )2(G 2C 2C G ( 21; 2 Eo 2 
- 3 4 i 1+ 2 +0.19)+0.29 -2-2-) (--) (26)$C j

fJ r ("II fJ r JAil eB.al. 

The first term appears due to the space charge momentum shift, the second 

one due to the drift velocity. Incoherent Coulomb tune shift limits the maximal ion 

current by 1j oc <flr)3; substitution of this current in Eq. (26) shows~ that the maximal 

value of the first term decreases with energy as IIyZ , the second one increases as 
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4. Analytical model	 for calculation of damping rates in round Gaussian 

beam. 

It is convenient to consider an evolution of particle parameters in a space of 

invariants (integrals ofmotion It). where 

(27) 

Here xf = x - '1'% lip. x~ = x' - '¥; Ap , '¥x and '1'; are dispersion function ..and its 
p p 

derivative; longitudinal invariant is defined by: 

j
 ~(¥)2
 
r2 

p	 (28)
H 

lon 
= ~{(¥)2 +_1_[~(Ap)]2} 

2lr 2 p il dt ps 

In Eq. (28) upper line corresponds to coasting beam, lower line to bunched 

beam with constant parameters (for changing synchrotron frequency it is necessary 

to use adiabatic invariant instead of energy). Components of vector (j are defined 

by: 

TT	 - Ap U -' lV' ~ U - ,
Ul-~' 2- Xf+T-, 3- Yf	 (29) 

P P 

If the friction force is known, the invariant changes due to the electron cooling 

are defined by: 

(30) 

where 

(31) 
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Let us assume, that the ion distribution on betatron phases X is unifonn in an 

interval [0, 21r) (stationary beam) and., moreover, F(]) (the ion distribution function 

on the invariants) is known~ then we can find average damping times, which are 

defined by 

1 1 /dIt ) (32)
-;;=-(It)\~ 

Here sign () means averaging on ensemble, which for coasting Gaussian 

beam can be made by integration on five variables: three components of vector i 

and betatron phases X,,>X y (for the bunched beam it is necessary to add an 

integration on synchrotron phase xJ. For the fOood coasting beam a number of 

integrations can be reduced up to four. If electron and ion beam have Maxwellian 

distribution with equal dispersion on all degrees of freedom, damping times can be 

found analytically /6/: 

_1_ =2A(L ) 2../2 (0 2 (} 2)-3/2
C 

31 
,+; (33) 

TMax "If 
For estimation of cooling time for arbitrary distributions electrons and ions on 

different degrees of freedom in a presence of the space charge, we can use the same 

formul~ adding space charge tenn: 

_1_ =2A(Lc ) 2Jf:- (B/ +0/ + ~ (esc 2 )r3!2 (34) 
T Mar 3,," .) 

Here 8,1. and 8/2 are averaged energy of electrons and ions on one degree of 

freedom, factor 1/3 takes into account equipartioning of energy on three degrees of 

freedom. We see from this formula that for high ion currents cooling time decreases 

as I; -3 (however, let us mark that this expression can strongly underestimate the 

space charge effect). 
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For more accurate account of the space charge we should make integration on 

the beam distribution. It is clear, that for the round beam the transverse decrements 

are equal. Then we obtain: 

~= A (Lc ) /[v 
2 
-w.."(t)COSB)lP(X») (35) 

3 2 
'('IT (}e ~l~ 2 \ X / 

_1_ = 2A_1_/[y2 -Y.Y..,(t)COS(}]tp(X») (36) 
2 3 2 

TItm 8/Y/ott \ X / 

where 

(37) 

Sign (F) means integration on parameters y,v,t,8 (corresponding intervals 

[-00,coJ,[0,co],[0, co], [0,1!] ) function F, multiplied on distribution function 

f(y,v,t,8) (38)
..j2;YIT 

2J:,,, 

5. Monte Carlo method. 

The Monte Carlo method calculates an evolution of the beam distribution on 

the invariants in a presence of the cooler by use of iterative procedure, which 

includes the following steps: 

1. Random choice of betatron phases and, for the bunched beam, synchrotron 

ones, and the following calculation of the particles coordinates and velocities at a 

moment ofan interaction with the cooler. 

2. Calculation of the transverse ion density in each longitudinal layer (for 

coasting beam it is assumed that all ions are located in one layer). 

3. Solution of two-dimensional Poisson equation in each layer by use of 

FPS2H code from MSML Libraries (the code uses Hodie finite-difference scheme 

with wrifonn mesh). 

4. Calculation of space charge electron velocities, corresponding particle 

coordinate by use ofEq. (13) and Eq. (16). 
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5. Calculation of change of the vector ii due to an interaction with the cooler 

for time interval I . A change of the ion velocity /iii is found by use of one of the 

following models: 1) classical binary collision model (CBCM); 2) magnetized 

binary collisions model (MBCM) 

- A~ I) ii, -ii~(" - M,~u - -u -uu 
3/iii = -Ar{LC i sc f! lii- -ii -!iii 1/'l (39)

J 3C e 

Lc~iil -uso-!)Ffr(iij -iisJ 

The first line in Eq. (39) corresponds to CBCM, the second one to MBCM. 

For CBCM components of vector M" are found as random variables, corresponding 

to Gaussian distributions with given dispersions 8tr and .(}'o,,·' • 

For binary collisions model value of Coulomb logarithm corresponding to 

calculated value of Iii - ii.•c - Mi" I is determined by use of Eq. (4-6); for model of 

magnetized electrons these logarithms are calculated in accordance with chosen 

equation for the friction force. 

To diminish beam diffusion due to discrete algorithm we use a condition, that 

in each event 1~11>1. 

6. Calculation ofnew invariants values by use ofknown values of /iii . 

Scheme contains the following free calculation parameters: number of 

particles N p' time interval between the interactions with the cooler r, number of 

cells in transverse space for solving of Poisson equation nL and number of 

longitudinal layers n.. Typical values of these parameters: r = 0.01 + 1sec, 

The described above algorithm is included in developed earlier Monte Carlo 

code, which can take into account intra-beam scattering and interaction with charge 

exchange target. We plan to include in code the calculation of particles losses due to 
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radiative electron capture of the ions in electron cooler and losses by scattering of 

ion beam on residual gas in vacuum chamber. 

6. Validation and numerical applications. 

Validation of Monte Carlo code for CBCM model is made by comparison 

with analytical model for round beam described above. Calculations are made for 

the parameters, corresponding to of storage scenarios for TWAC accelerator facility, 

which is 1Ulder construction in ITEP /81. Let us mark, that to use analytical model we 

consider "smoothened" structure with zero dispersion and alpha functions. 

Moreover, developed Monte Carlo code is applied to analysis of beam 

dynamics in SIS synchrotron /9/ and to project of High-Current Accelerator Ring 

(HAR) /10/. 

List ofparameters is given at following Table: 

TWAC SIS HAR 

Kind of ions 27.1./13+ 23&U 28+ 23IU28+ 

Ring circumference [m] 251.0 216.0 278.6 

Average beta-function 4.3 -- --
r.m.s. transversal beam emittance 

[mm*mrad] 

1.64 2.0 2.0 

r.m.s. beam momentum spread [%] 0.08 0.1 0.1 

Energy ofions [MeVlu] 738 11.4 195 

Cooler section length [m] 1.0 2.8 2.8 

Electron beam radius [em] 2.0 2.16 2.16 

Dispersion in cooler section [m] -0.25 0.0 0.3 

Electron current [A] 4.0 0.6 3.0 

Magnetic field in cooler [Gs] 2000 600 2000 

Transversal and longitudinal 

temperatures of electron beam [eV] 

0.1;0.1 0.1; 0.001 0.1; 0.001 
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Results of numerical calculations a dependence of transverse and 

longitudinal damping rates on beam current are given at Fig.l and Fig.2. 

Calculations are made for Maxwellian distributions of electrons and ions (equal 

temperatures on all degrees of freedom), parameters correspond to TWAC storage 

ring, which is now under construction in ITEP (Moscow). Cwve 1 is calculated by 

analytical code, curve 2 by Monte Carlo code, CBCM model of friction force (for 

both methods Coulomb logarithm is constant); curve 3 (CBCM) and 4 (MBCM) are 

calculated by Monte Carlo code with integrated Coulomb logarithm. Good 

coincidence between the first two curves confirms validity of Monte Carlo code. Let 

us underline, that for considered parameters ~al ion current (corresponding to 

incoherent tune shift 0.15) is about 5 A; we see that for this current space charge 

effect decreases the damping rates on 30-40 %. 

At Fig.3 and Fig.4 results of the calculation are given for the same 

parameters, besides longitudinal energy of electrons, which is equal to 0.001 eV. 

The calculated damping rates exceed the damping rates for Maxwellian electron 

beam distribution on 10-30 %. MBCM gives more high damping rates, than CBCM; 

maximal difference is about 1.5, and it is diminished with increase of the ion 

current. Comparatively small difference between magnetized and non-magnetized 

models can be explained by high transversal and longitudinal temperatures of the ion 

be~ which enhances with ion current due to addition of space charge temperature. 

For injection in SIS synchrotron we have investigated process of emittance 

evolution under action of intra-beam scattering and electron cooling for constant 

number of ions (coasting beam, N i =1011 ,1; =o.lA). Important feature oftbis case is 

connected with the small ion energy: for non-relativistic beams the ion current is 

usually less than the electron one, what results in more sophisticated physics due to 

possible neutra1ization efrects. Calculated dependencies of 6"" =(~),) and r. m. s. 
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horizontal emittance E;r on time for different values of electron current /8 are 

plottecL correspondingly, at Fig.S and Fig.6. We see that with an increase of time 

these parameters go to equilibrium or "quasi_ equilibriwn" (slowly growing) values. 

This growth probably is connected with "scatt.ering" on high angles, which results to 

appearance ofnon-Gaussian tails. 

Typical equilibrium distributions on !yJ and / j; are plotted, correspondingly, 
p 

at Fig. 7 and Fig.8. We see from Fig.7, that center of distribution is shifted relative 

to!yJ =0 due to space charge shift of the electron longitudinal velocities. Moreover, 
p 

for both distributions long non-Gaussian tails appear. 

The investigation of the emittance evolution under action of intra-beam 

scattering and electron cooling were made as well for the HAR project, which is 

now under consideration in GSI /10/. We consider two options: J) coasting beam; 

2) bunched beam (at this case number ofbunches is equal to 4). 

For coasting beam calculated dependencies of averaged invariants on time 

have qualitatively the same form, as for SIS; time of transient process is about 5 s 

(see Fig.9). The dependence of equilibrium invariantsEIo", E, and Ey on number of 

ions Nt is plotted at Fig. 10. We see from the picture that for high ion beam 

intensities equilibriwD emittances are approximately proportional to N; (as it is well

known, for small intensities this dependence is proportional to N;G.4). 

For the bunched beam the shift of the momentum due to space charge does 

not take place. Calculated dependencies E Io" and E.• on time for different numbers of 

ions per bunchN; are given, correspondingly, at Fig. 11 and 12. We see from the 

pictures that longitudinal cooling sharply decreases with N this effect appears due ;j 

to dependence longitudinal electron velocity on the ion curren~ which. varies inside 

the bunch. Let us mark, that r. m. s. beam size a. ~a6o~EIon/EIo"o , where a.o ::::10m, 
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61""O=lO~. Fig. 13 and 14 show dependence of cooling rates on particles numbers for 

transversal emittances corresponding to space charge betatron tune shift 0.15. 

7. Conclusion. 

Developed Monte Carlo code seems to be a very useful method for detailed 

investigation physics of high current ion beams. It is clear, that due to complicated 

dependence of the electron cooling damping rates on particle invariants, which 

appears in a presence of space charge effects, stationary solution can be absent or to 

be much more sophisticated than standard Gaussian distribution. Application of the 

code has allowed to investigate new effects, for example, a displacement a center of 

distribution on i¥ =0 due to the space charge effect, c~eation of long non Gaussian 
p 

tails; particle losses and so on. 

Comparison of e-cooling damping rates calculated by use of two binary 

collisions models (classical model and model of partially magnetized collisions) has 

shown, that for medium energy (500-1000 MeV/u) ion beams difference between 

these models is moderate (usually model of magnetized collisions gives damping 

rates; which exceed the classical ones on 10-50 %). A question about possible 

effects; which are out of scope of binary collisions model (for example, discussed in 

111/ experimental dependence of damping rates on the ion charge as Z/,A. < 2) is 

open and requires additional investigation. In a frame of BCM we find, that for 

coasting beam decrease of damping rates (for reasonable values of the ion current 

and beam emittance) due to the. ion space charge is not too high and, in principle, 

allows using EQS in high current storage rings. 

For bunched beams the longitudinal cooling rate decreases with the current 

more sharply due to longitudinal modulation of the ion line density, which results to 

modulation of the electron longitudinal velocity. Let us mark, that application of 

EQS to high current ion beams could require dynamical matching of the electron 

longitudinal velocity with velocity of central particle ofthe beam. 
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Excitation of longitudinal and transverse instabilities due to electron-ion 

coherent interaction (see, for example, 112-IS/) seems to be the serious problem~ 

which needs additional investigations. Experiments in SIS [16] have shown that for 

coasting beams in non relativistic storage ring it is possible to reach currents~ which 

is near to space charge limit with ~v;"c =0.1. This fact pennits to hope that for 

medium energy rings such Coulomb shift parameters is achievable as well. 
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Figure 1. Dependence of transverse damping rate on ion current. 
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Figure 2. Dependence of longitudinal damping rate on ion current 
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